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Introduction 

Vitamin B12, also known as cobalamin, is a water-soluble 
vitamin, essential for human metabolism1,2. It is synthesized 
by prokaryotic organisms, since only bacteria and archaea 
have the enzymes required for its synthesis1,3. The process 
of its synthesis is complex and involves around 30 steps 
-including the form of a corrin ring-, while both aerobic and 
anaerobic biosynthetic pathways exist1,4. Humans are unable 
to synthesize vitamin B12 and thus they rely on exogenous 
sources, such as dietary intakes. The main source of B12 
is predominantly animal protein, however, many foods 
contain vitamin B12 due to bacterial symbiosis2,3,5. After its 
consumption, B12 undergoes a complicated procedure of 
absorption and assimilation2. Vitamin B12 is essential for 
cellular function, especially for nervous system, red blood 
cell production and DNA synthesis5,6. 

Dietary deficiency of vitamin Β12, appears to be the most 
common cause of deficiency worldwide1. Deficiency and low 
levels of vitamin B12 are common in the elderly2,7. Since 
frailty syndrome is an age-related clinical condition and 
deficiency of vitamin B12 appears mostly in the elderly, it 

is of great importance to investigate the possible correlation 
between these two conditions. 

This paper reviews the interplay between frailty syndrome 
and vitamin B12 levels.

B12 vitamin profile

Vitamin B12 as a member of the corrinoids, a group of 
molecules with a corrin ring structure and central cobalt 
atom. It is found in many forms such as hydroxocobalamin, 
methylcobalamin, and 50-deoxyadenosylcobalamin, which 
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are chemically more unstable in chemical terms, than 
cyanocobalamin4,8. 

Vitamin B12 is available only through dietary intakes. 
According to the European Food Safety Authority, the 
recommended sufficient intake of vitamin B12 is considered 
to be 4.0 μg per day for adults, while in some cases such as 
pregnancy and lactation the requirements are higher7. 

Meat is considered to be the richest source of vitamin 
B12, while milk is reported as a remarkable source for 
increasing serum B12 levels. Generally, meat derived from 
ruminant animals, such as fish, shellfish, eggs and other 
dairy products are the most important dietary sources of 
vitamin B122,4,7. Different types of animal meats such as 
beef, veal, mutton, contain higher levels of B12, than meats 
derived from omnivorous animals, such as pork and poultry4. 
It has been calculated that meat contains approximately over 
10 μg/100 g wet weight of B12, while fish, milk products 
and egg yolks contain about 1 to 10 μg/100 g wet weight2. 

In general, vitamin B12 is not present in plant foods, 
however it can be found at edible plants, mushrooms, and 
algae, due to their microbial interactions. Even though most 
plants (except from some algae), neither produce nor require 
B12, their interactions with bacteria leads to the presence 
of vitamin B122,4. Additionally, fortified breakfast cereals 
and some nutritional yeast products are good bioavailability 
source of B127. 

It has been reported that the unabsorbed vitamin B12 
affects the intestinal microbiome, while it is considered that 
its absorption in healthy humans is at about 50%4. 

Dietary originated cobalamin is usually found in the form 
of coenzyme deoxyadenosylcobalamin or methylcobalamin 
and is bounded to animal protein. In stomach, proteolysis 
(due to HCl and pepsin) is the first initial step concerning 
the release of B12 originating from food proteins2,7. 
After cobalamin is released, it binds to the glycoprotein 
haptocorrin, also known as transcobalamin-I or TCI7,8. 

In order to be absorbed, a specific factor named intrinsic 
factor (IF) is required. This factor is produced by the parietal 
cells of the stomach2. An important step in the absorption of 
vitamin B12, is when vitamin B12 - IF complex reaches the 
distal ileum, where it binds to the specific cubilin receptor. 
There through an active and saturable mechanism, B12 is 
absorbed through receptor-induced endocytosis3,7. The 
presence of transcobalamin is crucial for the transport of 
B12 into blood circulation and tissue and hepatic uptake3. 
More than 80% of serum vitamin B12 is stored bound to 
haptocorrin (TCI) and is available only to storage liver cells. 
The remaining of serum B12 (less than 20%) is stored 
bound to transcobalamin-II (TC-II) and is available to all 
cells that undergo DNA synthesis8. Through enterohepatic 
recirculation, vitamin B12 is released into the bile from 
the liver and is reabsorbed at the distal ileum. While its 
reabsorption, vitamin B12 binds to TCII, in order to be 
redistributed to other tissues8. 

Vitamin B12 is essential for cellular function, especially 

for nervous system, DNA synthesis and haemopoiesis, while 
it is involved in many key metabolic pathways such as lipids, 
carbohydrate and protein metabolism2,6. Methylcobalamin 
(MeCbl) and adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl) are co-enzyme 
forms of vitamin B127. Methylcobalamin is important for the 
homocysteine to methionine conversion, as it is a coenzyme in 
the cytosolic methionine-synthase dependent remethylation. 
Adenosylcobalamin is essential for methylmalonic acid to 
succinyl coenzyme A conversion, as it is a coenzyme for the 
mitochondrial methylmalonyl-CoA mutase4,5,7. 

Vitamin B12 is also essential for other body processes, 
such as the isomerization of d-leucine to leucine, the 
conversion of 5-methyltetrahydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate 
and for monoamine neurotransmitter brain synthesis2,6,9. 
Additionally vitamin B12 is crucial for cellular respiration 
and energy, due to its impact on Krebs cycle, which leads to 
the production of cellular energy in the form of adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP)2. 

Deficiency of vitamin B12 is considered as a common 
public health issue worldwide5. Vitamin B12 deficiency is well 
known for its direct effects, such as megaloblastic anemia 
and subacute combined degeneration affecting spinal cord 
and peripheral nerves, dementia, etc1. Moreover, deficiency 
of B12 or low levels, may be a risk factor for other clinical 
manifestations such as fatigue, weakness, constipation, 
balance disorder, mental fogginess, peripheral tingling, 
depression, cognitive disorders, hematological, neurological 
and psychiatric disorders, coronary artery disease, or even 
autoimmune damage that may lead to hypothyroidism, type 
I diabetes mellitus, vitiligo1,2,9. Vitamin B12 deficiency is also 
responsible for causing many cases of mental disorders9. 
While clinical vitamin B12 deficiency could lead to death, if 
left untreated, subclinical vitamin B12 deficiency (usually 
defined as a total serum B12 of <200 pmol/L) presents 
asymptomatically or mild general symptoms often mistaken 
for other disorders5.

Some results of vitamin B12 deficiency may be explained 
by the cause of subacute combined degeneration (also known 
as combined systems disease), due to the demyelination of 
the cervical and thoracic dorsal and lateral columns of the 
spinal cord and demyelination of the white matter of the 
brain, or cranial and peripheral nerves2. In addition, vitamin 
B12 deficiency leads to increase of methylmalonic acid and 
homocysteine10. 

Deficiency of B12 may affect a large amount of people. 
Those who do not eat animal products are at high risk of 
deficiency1. Moreover, certain long-term medication such 
as metformin (for more than four months), proton pump 
inhibitors or histamine H2 blockers (for more than 12 
months) and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors could 
contribute to vitamin B12 deficiency1,2,5,6. Besides those 
factors, H. pylori infection, inflammatory bowel disease, 
or chronic gastritis are also important causes of B12 
deficiency, most likely through gastric acid and intrinsic 
factor production changes1,6. The elderly seem to be a high 
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risk group due to malabsorption, as it is estimated that more 
than 15% patients over 65 are B12 deficient2,5. 

High levels of vitamin B12 are also associated with 
negative effects, such as inflammation and poor outcome for 
critically ill patients2. The etiological profile of high vitamin 
B12 levels, mainly includes severe cases of solid neoplasms, 
hematologic malignancies and liver diseases3.

In general, a combination of at least two biomarkers is 
recommended for the diagnosis of vitamin B12 deficiency 
due to low specificity of available biomarkers7. Functional 
biomarkers that could be used instead of serum vitamin 
B12 levels, are methylmalonic acid and homocysteine, while 
the most used biomarker is total vitamin B127. Another 
assay, suggests the holotranscobalamin, as a more sensitive 
biomarker than serum vitamin B12 levels10. 

Frailty Syndrome

Human life expectancy has risen dramatically worldwide. 
In fact, from the beginning of this century till 2016, life 
expectancy has increased by 5.5 years and in 2016 it was 
reported at 72 years11. Aging is a gradual heterogenous and 
multifactorial phenomenon, in which plenty biopsychosocial 
changes occur11,12. Biological features of aging include 
genomic instability, attrition of telomeres, proteostasis 
loss, epigenetic changes, mitochondrial dysfunction, 
deregulated nutrient-sensing, cellular senescence, changes 
in intercellular communication and last but not least stem 
cell exhaustion11. The rise in population life expectancy is 
associated with vulnerability13. 

Frailty is an age-related syndrome characterized 
by decreased function in many physiological systems, 
accompanied by vulnerability to stressors, both endogenous 
and exogenous14,15. The number of scientific publications 
on frailty has been increasing during the past 15 years, 
leading to a multitude of operational definitions of frailty in 
the literature16. It has been estimated that this condition has 
a prevalence of 10 % in community-dwellers and higher in 
other settings, such as hospitals where it may range from 
18 % to 40 % of patients17. Frailty, as a multidimensional 
syndrome, leads to different negative health associated 
outcomes, such as reduction in physical activity, disability, 
slowness, weakness, exhaustion, cognitive dysfunctions and 
hospitalizations due to the impact on many systems, such 
as the inflammatory system, the endocrine system, the 
respiratory system and the skeletal muscle13,15,18. Frail people 
are at higher risk of cardiovascular disease, depression, 
reduced quality of life and increased hospitalization as a 
result of postoperative complications13. The “tentacles” of 
frailty are summarized in Figure 1. 

Till now, the multidimensional aspects of frailty condition 
could be captured by geriatric assessment scores and 
indexes. The most common, applied to multiply studies is 
“Fried’s frailty phenotype”, also known as the “Cardiovascular 
Health Study (CHS) index”, which considers frailty by its 
phenotype, measuring the presence of three or more of 
shrinking, weakness, exhaustion, slowness and low physical 
activity. Additional scores and indexes of frailty used, are the 
“Frailty Index of Accumulative Deficits” (FI-CD), the “Geriatric 
8 score” (G8 score), the “simplified Five-item Index” (sFI), 

Figure 1. The frailty “tentacles”: The multidimensional aspects of frailty syndrome. 
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the “American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical 
status classification”, the “Mini-Cognitive (mini-COG) 
assessment”, the “Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 
(ECOG) performance status”, the “Cumulative Illness Score 
Rating-Geriatrics (CISR-G)”, the “Charlson Comorbidity 
Index (CCI)”, the “Study of Osteoporotic Fractures (SOF) 
index”, the “Fatigue, Resistance, Ambulation, Illness, Loss 
of Weight (FRAIL) index”, the “Clinical Frailty Scale” (CFS), 
the “Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment (CGA)” and its 
derived “Multidimensional Prognostic Index (MPI)”13,17,19.

Investigating the B12-frailty interplay

Frailty is an age-related clinical condition, which affects 
mostly the elderly, associated with various conditions and 
outcomes, as it is already mentioned. Alongside, the elderly 
are a high-risk group of vitamin B12 deficiency, due to 
frequency of multidrug use, pernicious anemia and B12 
malabsorption10. 

A non-systematic review from PUBMED database 
was conducted, in order to investigate the B12-frailty 
correlation, using the terms “B12 and frailty”, “B12 and 
frailty syndrome”, “B12 and frail”, “association between 
B12 and frailty”, as key words to detect relative studies 
published the last five years until March 2021. As a result, 
10 relevant original studies emerged from this search and 
the number of articles concerning this correlation, using the 
abovementioned key words at this specific period of time 
and they were all selected as appropriate to capture and 
demonstrate the potential interplay between B12 levels 
and frailty syndrome. Nevertheless, limitations of this study 
should be stated such as small number of available relevant 
research, inconsistency in the variables examined and 
associations made. 

Sarcopenia is an important component of frailty, sharing 
similarities in their etiology and is also possibly caused by 
similar mechanisms, such as aging, impaired endocrine 
function, chronic diseases, inflammation, insulin resistance, 
oxidative stress, malnutrition and other causes. Skeletal 
muscle mass decrease, concerning both strength and 
function due to sarcopenia, may reduce self-sufficiency 
of elderly, leading to repeated falls, mobility restriction, 
nursing home admissions and increased morbidity and when 
this process progresses to chronic, it could lead to frailty. 
The European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People 
(EWGSOP) has developed an algorithm to aid the screening 
and diagnosis of sarcopenia20-23. In a case control study of 
66 sarcopenic and 66 non-sarcopenic patients, Verlaan 
et al. (2017) showed that with similar energy intakes, the 
sarcopenic group consumed less protein/kg (-6%) along 
with less vitamin B12 (-22%) than the non-sarcopenic 
group. The serum levels of vitamin B12 were 15% lower 
in the sarcopenic group22. The sarcopenic group was also 
characterized by less physical activity, whilst the muscle 
mass between the two groups was significantly different. On 
the other hand, vitamin B12 and other nutrients may have 

an impact on sarcopenia, due to reduction of serum levels 
of homocysteine. High levels of homocysteine are related 
to sarcopenia, because of the reduction of muscle strength 
and the speed of gait22. Ates Bulut et al. (2017) concluded 
that sarcopenia and dynapenia (decreased muscle strength 
without concomitant loss of muscle mass and functionality), 
might be related to vitamin B12 deficiency. In this study, 
403 geriatric patients recorded a frequency of sarcopenia 
and dynapenia between 31.6% and 35.4%, respectively 
and lower lean body mass, total skeletal mass and skeletal 
muscle mass index, in patients with vitamin B12 levels less 
than 400 pg/mL23. 

B12 deficiency is also associated with muscular and 
skeletal disorders witch are linked to frailty syndrome24. 
Pannérec et al. (2018) demonstrated that aging and frailty 
are related to a higher probability of functional vitamin B12 
deficiency, that can be recognized by increased levels of 
methylmalonic acid (MMA) in blood24. Another conclusion 
was that both aging and frailty cause intrinsic vitamin B12 
deficiency regardless the dietary intake, while the amnionless 
protein levels seem to affect vitamin B12 bioavailability, 
during aging and physical frailty. A possible explanation is 
the physiological reduction of both intestinal intake and renal 
reabsorption concerning vitamin B1224. 

Macêdo et al. (2017) reviewed several studies, in which 
three of them demonstrated an association between vitamin 
B12 and fracture risk and/or bone mineral density (BMD 
reduction), while in fourteen studies no association was 
recorded25. In another study that Macêdo et al. reviewed, it 
was concluded that supplementation of vitamin B12 and folic 
acid is beneficial for the prevention of osteoporotic fractures. 
However further studies are required in order to determine 
the association between B12 and bone metabolism25. 

Vitamin B12 is reported to have an important role in 
the synthesis of myelin in the central system26. Therefore, 
many studies investigate the association of vitamin B12 
and cognitive decline. Soh et al. (2020) evaluated data of 
2991 people with a median age of 76.4±3.9 years who 
were divided into two groups, B12 insufficient and B12 
sufficient. The results of this study, suggests that B12 
levels could be a contributing factor to cognition along with 
sociological and demographic factors, given the fact that 
the sufficient B12 group performed better in the cognitive 
tests26. It is considered that, the development of cognitive 
impairment in dementia is a multifactorial process involving 
genetic and environmental factors27. In a multiple linear 
regression analysis, Mizrahi et al. (2017) examined 91 
elderly hip fracture patients and they linked serum vitamin 
B12 levels ≤350 pg/ml to a higher risk of cognitive decline. 
It was also suggested, that serum vitamin B12 may indicate 
patients in the early stages of cognitive impairment27. 
Moore et al. (2012) reviewed 43 studies and revealed that 
B12 subclinical levels (<250 pmol/L) are associated with 
Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia and Parkinson’s 
disease, whilst there is a small subset of dementias that 
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are reversible with vitamin B12 administration, however 
this therapy does not improve cognition in patients without 
preexisting deficiency8. Finally, due to the role of vitamin 
B12 in the nervous system, Sangle et al. (2020) suggested 
that the lower levels of vitamin B12 are associated with a 
higher risk of developing depression9. All these, suggest a 
strong correlation between low B12 levels and frailty. 

Zik et al. (2019) examined different studies and 
demonstrated that a significant percentage of elderly and 
elderly hospitalized patients were vitamin B12 deficient. 
Furthermore, they emerged through many studies, 
that vitamin B12 deficiency may lead to neurologic or 
psychiatric symptoms, without concomitant hematological 
abnormalities10. It was suggested that these results were 
due to defective methylation of myelin basic protein and a 
loss of white matter of the brain and spinal cord10. In another 
study 326 women were monitored, using methylmalonic 
acid as a biomarker for vitamin B12 deficiency and it was 
suggested that specific genes (such as TCN2) may lead to 
reduction of available vitamin B12 and as a result decreased 
energy metabolism contributing to frailty syndrome28,29. 
Wolffenbuttel et al. (2020) in a study of 9645 participants, 
linked the occurrence of increased methylmalonic acid with 
poor functional status and physical performance30. Behrouzi 
et al. (2020) combining data of 4 studies in older Dutch 
people, using copula graphical models, determined that 
vegetable protein, vitamin B-6, folate, and vitamin B-12 
intakes are partly associated with improved functional 
outcome measurements31.

Conzade et al. (2017) examining data among older adults, 
aged 65 to 92, from the KORA-Age study in Augsburg, 
Germany (1079 participants), using serum nutritional 
biomarkers and multiple logistic regression, concluded that 
more than a quarter of individuals had low vitamin B12 
levels. Furthermore, they revealed that conditions such as 
aging, lack of physical activity, frailty, no use or irregular use 
of micronutrient-containing supplements consist common 
predictors of subclinical micronutrient deficiencies32. Soh 
et al. (2020), in another study among 2938 participants 
(1400 men and 1538 women) from the Korean Frailty and 
Aging Cohort Study with mean age of 77.8 years for the 
frail group and 76.7 for the non-frail group, concluded that 
low B12 levels increased the incidence of frailty and also 
affected physical performance33.

Finally, Couderc et al. (2020) studied the effects 
of hypercobalaminemia in 621 older cancer adults in 
outpatient care with a median age of 81 years. Their study 
demonstrated that hypercobalaminemia and vitamin B12-C-
reactive protein index may constitute important markers for 
older cancer frail patients with poor prognosis34.

Conclusion

Literature review revealed that frailty is linked to vitamin 
B12 levels. Deficiency or low levels of vitamin B12 seems 
to have a potential negative effect on conditions such as 

sarcopenia, dynapenia and further musculoskeletal disorders. 
Additionally, it is highlighted a probable correlation between 
decreased vitamin B12 levels and cognitive decline, as well 
as aggravation of neurologic or psychiatric symptoms. 
Generally, it is shown that abnormal vitamin B12 levels 
lead to manifestations of frailty, while at the same time it 
is suggested that aging and frailty lead to vitamin B12 
deficiency. Alongside, hypercobalaminemia constitutes an 
important prognostic factor for older cancer frail patients. 

Therefore, it seems necessary to maintain normal 
levels of vitamin B12. Patients with severe deficiency 
or malabsorption syndromes could be treated with 
intramuscular injections of cyanocobalamin, while those 
with asymptomatic mild disease without absorption or 
compliance problems could be treated with oral vitamin B12 
therapy, either through dietary intake (food fortified with 
vitamin B12) or through dietary supplementation6. 

It is suggested that the use of vitamin B12 supplements, 
fortified breakfast cereals and dairy products, as milk, may 
lead to a higher absorption of vitamin B12, than in the case 
of meat, poultry and fish sources, due to the fact that in these 
cases vitamin B12 is less likely to suffer heat degradation35. 
Especially with regard to fortified cereals a strong relation to 
plasma vitamin B12 concentrations, with evidence of a dose 
response, is demonstrated35.

Due to the growing geriatric population, it is important 
for physicians to consider the correlation between B12 
levels and frailty, in order to avoid the adverse effects of 
their interaction. However, more research is needed in this 
direction and possibly a closer follow-up of geriatric patients 
in this regard, while the measurement of B12 could be 
common practice in the elderly and be restored, if deficiency 
is observed.
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